
 

HACK Cakewalk Boost 11 Vst Plug In

this section starts a new chapter. technically, the book is
finished, but i think you should also be able to see how
you might personalise vst plug-ins to your liking (well,

unless you just use one of the presets that come with the
plug-ins). there are many ways to go about it, and in this
chapter, i will use the program effectdock (included with
the plug-ins). if you've already seen this program, you'll

find there are many ways to do what i'm doing here.
effectdock is a small app that presents a virtual desk in
the bottom-right corner of the screen. you can drag and
drop plug-ins into the desk, and configure them, such as
by defining the effect parameters they create, choosing
which ones you want to use, saving and loading plug-in

presets, or searching for plug-ins by name. in this section,
i will explain how you can use effectdock to do just that.

effectdock's window has controls for panning and
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zooming. the display itself is a workspace which you can
use to organise your plug-ins in categories and folders,

save them as presets, or load them from the file browser
or from the fxrack. if you have a text editor such as

notepad or ms word, you can also do some editing (effect
parameters, presets, folder names, etc). in the process

menu, you can choose to send the plug-ins you're
organising to effectdock, as well as the system-wide

presets. the presets pane allows you to browse all the
presets installed on your system, or to import presets from

a file. this is also a great way to quickly find the presets
you need for the plug-ins you want to use with vst plugins.
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the other new feature of cc11exprs is their volume
handling. in this example, the cc11 expression 'cc11=127'

sets the volume to 127. this is particularly useful when
using a complex cc11 expression which only applies to a

single track. if you use one of these expressions in a
cc11expression field of the compose/cc11 properties

dialog, cakewalk will automatically assign a volume slider
to it if one of its buttons is pressed. as the full name of this
plug-in suggests, cakewalk boost 11 is a great time saver.

it can be used to update a track's current tempo and to
play 'enhanced' midi notes. midi notes can be used to

control sample playback. in this example, the 'cc11
expression' setting for the midi note cc11=127 sets the

sample channel's volume to 127. i have been having
problems with the cable that's connected between my

keyboard and line6 guitar system. i've tried plugging and
unplugging the cable, wiping the end of the cable with

alcohol, opening and closing the port, and several other
things. nothing has worked. i've had nothing but problems
with this cable. i've tried every cable i can find, even some

cheap ones, and this has been the only cable that's
worked right. i've used this cable with my behringer 2496
and mackie onyx 1204 amps, and with a focusrite saffire,
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and it has always worked flawlessly. so, i'm going to write
this cable up, and hopefully it will work for others. there's
a good discussion on the cakewalk forum. you can also

start a thread on the cakewalk community support forum.
if you're a programmer, you might want to try the

cakewalk forums if you encounter a bug. the developers
monitor the forums and then respond to you quickly.
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